
Painting Trees with Jungle 3D

Paint Trees is the first in DigArts series of tutorials on painting trees and tree textures using Jungle 3D.  This newly revised version addresses the layer
and user interface changes introduced with Painter 6.  Please refer to the earlier version if you are working with Painter 5.5 or earlier.

Trees are easy using Jungle 3D.  You can also paint very sophisticated trees complete with dappled light on leaves between the branches and myriad
other effects.  It’s simply a matter of how much time and effort you put into your art.  The more patient you are, the more sophisticated and compelling
the results can be.  This exercise takes you through the elementary steps.

The challenge is to conceptualize trees as having three distinct layers.  Traditionally, artists painted on a single canvas.  Here you paint on layers,
effectively segmenting the tree into three or more parts.  The process is kind of like making a sandwich.  A sandwich has two layers of bread with one
of more layers of filling in between.  Similarly, your tree will have two layers of foliage with the trunk and limbs in between.  

Working from this layer principle, you paint the tree the same way you make a sandwich.  You start with the bottom layer and work your way up.  First,
you paint the leaves that are on the far side of the tree.  They make up the bottom layer (of bread).  Next, you add a layer of trunk and limbs, kind of
like peanut butter and jelly.  You finish by “sandwiching” the trunk and limbs with a top layer of leaves.  It’s that simple really, and the same principle
applies for most any tree.  The trick is to be sparing with your application of branches and leaves.   

Before you begin, display the Controls, Tools,
Brushes, Objects and Art Materials palettes and
arrange them as shown on the following page.  

1) Expand the File menu and select New.

2) Enter 550 x 550 pixels to make the file
dimensions square.  Jungle 3D owners can work
larger simply by using larger nozzles.

3) Click on the paper color icon and change the
default color to a dark yellow.  

The dark paper color insures the assorted layers
will have the same underlying color.  Having a
matching paper color prevents white or
contrasting edges on a layer.  If the dark color
becomes distracting, simply fill the
background canvas with white or close the eye. 
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4) Load the Tree Brushes library
on your CD or use the Extras:
Tutorial library. Select the
Textures Brush.

5) Pull down the Nozzles popup
and load the Birch.nzl library.
Select the Small Autumn Birch
nozzle (SM_AUT BIRCH).

6) Change the Secondary Color
on the Art Materials: Color
palette to black.

7) Adjust the Grain slider on
Controls: Brush palette to 45%.
(Lowering the Grain value lets
you paint with darkened
leaves.)

8) Pull out a new layer and name
it “Background Leaf Layer.

9) Select the brush tool and
paint some leaves on the
layer.  Try to keep the
density as shown.  

Because Painter 5 and 6
differ in their approach to
brush controls, you must Set
Nozzle Scale to 100% each
time a new nozzle is loaded.

10) Display the Image Portfolio
on the Objects palette and
load the Birch.por library.
Jungle 3D users will load
the Trunks2.por file from
the “Trunks & Limbs”
folder on the CD. *
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* If you own Tree Forestry,
simply paint the trunk and
limbs directly onto a new
layer. and skip steps 10
through 20. 
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11) Select SYCAMORE 1 and drag
the floater into the image as
shown below.

The trunk layer is way too large
for the leaves so you will have
to use Transform to give the
trunk better proportion.

12) Expand the Effects: Orientation
menu.  Select Free Transform.

13) Use a corner grabber to scale
the tree trunk to size or select
Set Transform and enter the
numerical data as shown.

14) Select Clean for the quality of
the transform and click on OK.

15) Expand the Effects: Orientation
menu again and select Commit
Transform to complete the
filter.
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16) Once the trunk is scaled in
proportion to the leaves, Fill
the background canvas with
black (or open the Canvas eye).  

The branches are almost white
and a dark background lets you
see what you are painting.   

17) Move the Grain Slider on the
Controls palette to 100%.

18) Select Birch Branches on the
Extras nozzles palette.  

If you’re using Jungle 3D, load
the Birch Branches_S nozzle
within the Branches directory
on the CD (Cmd+L or Ctrl+L is
the “Load Nozzle” shortcut).  

* Remember to Set Nozzle Scale
from the Nozzles pull down
menu.  Click OK.  That returns
the size to 100%.  Try setting
up a Function Key (F1) to Set
Nozzle Scale automatically.

19) Select the 3 Rank Branches
brush variant, or the 3 Limb.

20) Apply branches to the upper
trunk.  It’s okay if they’re not
perfect, just be sparing.  

21) Add realistic shadows to the
trunk by reselecting the leaf
nozzle and brush.  Set Grain to
“0” and Opacity to 65%.  Turn
on Preserve Transparency and
spray some shadows along the
trunk and limbs.
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22) Once you’ve finished painting
the shadows, reset Grain and
Opacity to 100%.  

23) Fill the Canvas with white or
turn off the Canvas eye again.

24) Create a new layer and name it
“Front Leaf Layer.”  Make sure
it’s the topmost layer.

25) Paint on the foreground leaves
using dabs that follow the line
of the branches.  Use the dabs
to conceal any limb flaws.  

26) Ever noticed how light filters
through a treetop to highlight
leaves lower down in the tree?
The Lighting filter can often
recreate that effect.  Choose
Effects: Surface Control:
Apply Lighting.  

27) Click on the Library button
to load the Lighting Library
in the Tree Tutorial folder.
Select Birch Tutorial and
click OK.

28) If the tree looks okay, Group
and Collapse the three layers.  

29) Use Brightness/Contrast to
add the illusion of depth
between the background
and foreground leaves.  

30) Apply the Sharpening filter
to bring the tree into clear
focus.
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31) Since these filters can have the effect of increasing Saturation,
use the Adjust Color control to lower Saturation.  If the tree
looks a bit dark, increase Value too.

32) To give the collapsed tree floater a modeled or rounded look,
choose Apply Lighting again.  Select the Tree Highlight setting
and click on OK.  If the rounding effect is off center, Undo,
reposition the light to try again.

All that’s left is choose how to save the file, and that depends
on how you plan to use the tree.  

If you plan to use the tree in 2D art, save the tree as a layer
using Painter’s .rif format or as a Photoshop .psd file.  (Using
the Photoshop format will let you open the layer in another
application.)  That lets you transfer or reposition the tree as
needed.

33) If the tree will be applied as a texture in a 3D scene, you need to save
an alpha channel mask of the tree before flattening the file.  That
insures the tree will map with transparency (be the only part of the file
that’s visible).   

You don’t want to flatten the file with a white background, so if you
filled the background Canvas with white, use Select All
(Cmd/Ctrl + A) and Delete to return the Canvas to the
original dark yellow paper color.

34) Use Drop and Select to flatten the tree onto the Canvas.  

35) Click the Save Selection button on the
Masks palette or choose it from the
Select drop down menu.

36) Click on OK to save the mask.

37) Save the flattened file using TIF, PSD or the file format
preferred by your 3D application.  (Painter doesn’t save
alpha channels for TIF formats unless you tell it to.
When saving to TIF, be sure to select the “Save Alpha”
checkbox or the mask will be lost.)  
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A few last words,

Don’t be discouraged if your tree didn’t turn out as well you would like.
The tutorial is about learning the process and technique.  It’s hard to
control everything the first time you try.  Once your get the hang of it,
however, it’s easy.  If you repeat the tutorial until the sequence and
commands are familiar, good looking trees will follow.

Try the other Jungle 3D tutorials as well.  Painting Shadows demonstrates
how to paint tree realistic shadow textures as shown here.  Painting
Structuresdemonstrates how to work with foliage structures, and how to
paint trunks and limbs that match.  Painting Terrainsdemonstrates
techniques for creating terrain model foliage textures.  Painting QTVR
Panoramasshows how to paint QTVR panoramas using tiling effects.

Have fun!
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